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About Rocky Garza
You deserve to be KNOWN.
I believe every person wants 3 things at their CORE. We want to know what makes us unique, we want to be affirmed for our uniqueness and we want to
use our uniqueness for good. No matter the age, race, gender or socioeconomic level of any person I have had the pleasure of working with, these 3
things have always been true. We all want to BE KNOWN.
Yet, I know first hand how hard it can be to identify what makes us unique on our own. We get caught in insecurities and fears. We look in the mirror and
have a hard time seeing what everyone else says they see in us. It can be hard to ask yourself questions you don’t have the answer to and most of all, it
can make us feel invisible. And I know exactly how that feels.
I spent a large portion of my life trying to get others to notice me, approve of me and tell me that I was valued based on my performance. And no matter
how hard I worked or how “special” I thought I was, nothing seemed to change until I took a long hard look at WHO I was and not just WHAT I did. Over
the last 15 years, I have walked alongside individuals at Sky Ranch Summer Camp as a director of Summer Camp, sat and supported hundreds on the
pastoral staff at Chase Oaks Church and now taken thousands through my Identity Mapping process leading them to have the clearest picture of who
they are as individuals they have ever had.
It is time to change your life, transform your team and find out exactly what makes you unique. Over the last 15 years, there is one conviction I have
always held, YOU DESERVE TO BE KNOWN.
Select Keynotes
Be Clear. Be Confident. Be Known.
The reality is that most of don't actually have the language and vernacular to fully communicate who we are and that tends to lead to a false
belief in our value. We must first identify the lies we believe before we then put truth to those lies. We discover WHY we do what we do and then
walk away with a clarity of self that only comes with intention and dedicated time looking inward.
Your team won't disclose what really drives them in a conference room, but I guarantee you they will with me. At the end of the day, every person
wants three things: to know they are unique, to be affirmed in that uniqueness and to know how to use that uniqueness for good in the world.
Let's work together to give them the tools to make those three things happen.
Be Impactful. Be Influential. Be Durable: Keynote for Baby Boomers
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This talk will be targeted directly to men and women over the age of 50 and will walk them through a two hour journey of discovering how they
have connected and what their key charisma point is so that they can walk away with what we are calling their legacy marker. How they want to
be remembered for the last 10 years of their career with the goal in mind: that we want them to be durable. That is, they create something that
is long-lasting, durable and withstand the test of time.
Be Seen. Be Understood. Be Free.
At our core, we are all irrational and emotional beings. Some of us call ourselves rational, strategic, analytical or even that we have the
superhuman strength to not bring personal life to the workplace, but I disagree. We are all emotional. We are all wanting to be affirmed and
know that our thoughts, ideas and most importantly our feelings matter. By diving into what we feel and how that affects our daily tasks, I
believe we can debunk the myth about "feeling" in the workplace and create an environment that leads to healthy culture.
Team Identity Mapping - Eight Hour Intensive Session
This is Rocky's signature process created specifically to walk you through building the clearest picture of your identity you have ever had. Yes,
that is a bold statement but we stand by our promise to you. After our session, we guarantee for you to know WHY (values) you do what you,
HOW (strengths) you do it and WHAT (identifiers) you do as a human being in all areas of your life. Once identified we will then create our
natural next steps to put our new plan into action. It is time we stop guessing about who we are, why we do what we do, and how we do that and
start to live actively. It is time to take control of our lives and stop letting others tell us who we are.
Select Articles
Obsessed Podcast w/ Rocky Garza
Rocky Garza on the Obsessed Podcast
Good, True & Beautiful w/ Rocky Garza
Rocky Garza on the Good, True & Beautiful Podcast
Speak Life w/ Rocky Garza
Rocky Garza featured on Taylor Nichols Podcast.
Kindled Podcast w/ Rocky Garza
Rocky Garza featured on Kindled Podcast.
People & Coffee w/ Rocky Garza
Rocky Garza featured on People & Coffee Podcast.
This East Texas House Is a Dream Home Come True
A sleek, black-painted a-frame may not be how you picture East Texas. But Sara and Rocky Garza, owners of The Wilde House, want to change
that. The Dallas couple revamped this countryside getaway with a sophisticated feel—not a single wooden rooster in sight. Just a 15-minute
drive from Canton's First Monday flea market, it's the perfect place to rent so that you can relax while reveling in your day's finds.
Select Testimonials
Rocky was amazing and EVERYONE was so inspired after his presentation. He was able to connect with everyone so easily and they everyone
engaged through the three-hour, yes three-hour workshop. He was able to get everyone to think outside of the norm and really dig into
themselves and how they connect with others. I believe everyone learned so much! We will for sure have him back again and work hopefully
work with our leaders on a more granular level. And I would say the best part was the time he spent with us preparing and making sure his
message was in brand for us, using our language and knowing who we were as a company so when he was on stage, he spoke like one of us.
— Amy Luebers, Director of Training and Development at Knightvest

Energetic, engaging, and captivating, that describes Rocky Garza. He does a great job of keeping the crowd focused on the topic and task in
front of them. He has an uncanny ability to connect with the crown on a highly personal level and even had a few folks brought to tears because
of the power in his message. He did a great job on doing his homework and observing our company to connect his message to our needs.
Rocky was by far the highlight of our two-day leadership meeting and the overall performance exceeded all expectations.
— Andrew Lee, Director Strategy & Planning at Blue Cross Blue Shield

Listen, I am going to keep this short because I fully believe in this process and that Rocky is doing exactly what he was created him to do. You
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have to take your team through Identity Mapping Team Transformation because you can't put a price tag on clarifying who you are and how that
connects to what you do. When I was able to connect what I was put here to do, it was a game changer.
— Blair Nelson, Marketing Director at WFAA

If I could describe having Rocky lead our annual leadership conference, I would say “INCREDIBLE”. He lead our opening keynote, lead an
afternoon breakout session and closed the conference the next day. It was a powerful to say the least and honestly, the way he closed it left out
entire 100+ leaders in a standing ovation. He fully immersed himself in our culture and custom fit all the sessions to our staff perfect. He is a
MUST hire.
— Dustin Livingood, Senior National Marketing Director | Greystar

The experience of working with Rocky was transformational. He absolutely has a gift to identify and map an individuals unique strengths, and
the insight he provided revolutionized how I, and my company, operates. Working with Rocky should be a 'must' on anyone's to-do list!
— Evan Stewart, CEO Obsessed Academy

Rocky was amazing and EVERYONE was so inspired after his presentation. He was able to connect with everyone so easily and kept everyone
highly engaged through the three-hour, yes three-hour workshop.
— Jacob Wills, AVP of Branches at MobilOil CU

The trust that was cultivated between us during our time together was was an invaluable foundation for great collaborations within our team.
— Joanna Singleton, Partner at Jackson Spaulding

I've been to a lot of "workshops" and team building "off sites" over the last 12 years. The day our leadership team spent with Rocky and this is
the best I've ever experienced. Rocky has a unique gift for helping individuals and teams give words to their core values and strengths while
providing practical, actionable takeaways that lead to greater influence and impact.
— Kyle Sims, Sr. Regional Vice President at Axa Financial

Rocky was interactive, encrouaging and highly motivational. He was more than able and willing to connect to our guest and the longer the spoke
the more connected and engaged everyone became. His message was exactly what we needed and wanted, and we already have folks in the
office using his examples just two days later. My only wish is that I wish we would have found him earlier!
— Matt Morris, President of Gus Bates Investments

Rocky claimed, "at the end of the day you will know yourself more deeply than you ever have." Without exception, we did! I highly recommend
Rocky Garza to any individual or team who is looking to become known, seen and empowered not through gimmicks but through real
conversation.
— Pamela Harless, Chief People & Culture Officer at Grant Thornton
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